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ABSTRACT In this work, we devise a new 5-D hyperchaotic dynamo system by adding two feedback
controllers to the Rikitake 2-disk dynamo system (1958). We show that the new 5-D hyperchaotic system
does not possess any equilibrium point and deduce that the new 5-D system has a hidden hyperchaotic
attractor. Using Multisim, we develop an electronic circuit design of the new 5-D hyperchaotic dynamo
system for practical applications. We also exhibit the implementation of the new 5-D hyperchaotic
dynamo system by using a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which requires adders, subtractors and
multipliers. The hardware resources are given for the application of three numerical methods, all of them
providing results in good agreement with MATLAB simulations. As an application, we devise a dual core
high speed hybrid true random number generator (TRNG) using Ring and Heun algorithm based on the new
5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA. Based on the hyperchaotic features of the proposed 5-D hyperchaotic
dynamo system, we suggest a new encryption approach for colour images. Simulation outcomes of the
presented encryption approach confirm that our chaotic system has good cryptographic properties and its
usability in different cryptographic purposes.

INDEX TERMS Hyperchaos, hyperchaotic systems, hidden attractors, multi-stability, circuit de-
sign,FPGA, TRNG, data protection, image encryption.
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I. INTRODUCTION

H
YPERCHAOTIC SYSTEMS have many applications
in science and engineering due to their high complexity

arising from the existence of two or more positive Lya-
punov exponents [1]. Singh et al. (2020) discussed a secure
communication application using a new hyperchaotic system
with a stable equilibrium [2]. An et al. (2021) designed a
new simple hyperchaotic system with dual memristors and
applied it for a secure communication system [3]. Using a
hyperchaotic Lorenz system, Ouannas et al. (2021) suggested
a new secure communication system, which is obtained
by combining chaotic modulation, recursive encryption and
chaotic masking [4]. Sahin et al. (2020) proposed a mem-
ristor based 4-D hyperchaotic circuit and implemented it
for communication systems on FPGA platform [5]. Yang et
al. (2020) suggested an image compression and encryption
algorithm based on fractional-order memristive hyperchaotic
system and back propagation neural network [6]. Ahmad et
al. (2021) proposed an image cryptosystem based on hyper-
chaotic system [7]. Using a new hyperchaotic Chen system,
Zhong and Pan (2020) proposed a new image encryption
algorithm [8]. Using a new hidden memristive hyperchaotic
attractor, Vaidyanathan et al. (2019) suggested a new voice
encryption scheme [9]. Fang and Sun (2018) devised a new
image steganography scheme based on hyperchaotic map and
DNA sequence [10].

Modelling and engineering applications of 5-D hyper-
chaotic systems are important research problems in the hy-
perchaos literature ( [11]–[15]). Yang et al. (2019) reported
a 5-D hyperchaotic system with self-excited and two types
of hidden hyperchaotic attractors [11]. Singh et al. (2018)
modelled a 5-D multistable hyperchaotic system with a stable
equilibrium point and transient chaotic behavior [12]. Zhang
et al. (2018) reported a 5-D hyperchaotic system of Lorenz
type and discussed its dynamic properties [13]. Wang et al.
(2018) used the technique of flux-controlled memristor for
developing a 5D system with hyperchaos characteristics and
gave a MultiSim electronic simulation for the new system
[14]. Koyuncu et al. implemented a 5-D hyperchaotic Lorenz
system on FPGA using Heun algorithm to improve the chaos-
based embedded engineering applications [15].

Recently, chaotic attractors are classified under two cat-
egories, viz. (A) self-excited attractors, and (B) hidden at-
tractors ( [16], [17]). A chaotic attractor is called self-excited
when its basin of attraction overlaps with neighborhood of an
equilibrium point of the system. Chaotic attractors, which are
not self-excited, are called hidden attractors.

In this research work, we obtain a new 5-D hyperchaotic
system by adding two feedback controls to the Rikitake
2-disk dynamo system [18]. We show that the new 5-D
hyperchaotic system does not contain any equilibrium point.
We deduce that the new 5-D system belongs to the class
of hyperchaotic systems exhibiting hidden attractors. We
also describe the multi-stability property of the new 5-D
hyperchaotic system.

Circuit designs of chaotic and hyperchaotic systems enable

their practical applications ( [19]–[22]). In this work, we have
used MultiSim for electronic circuit design of the proposed
5-D hyperchaotic system with no equilibrium point.

Chaotic and hyperchaotic oscillators have been active top-
ics for research during the last years due to its usefulness in
the development of chaotic secure communication systems
and other applications that have been implemented using
either analog or digital electronics, as already shown in [23].
In recent years, great efforts have been carried out on the
development of chaos-based true random number generator
(TRNG) structures due to the features ( [24]–[26]) including
noise-like properties and hiding the information signal of
chaotic oscillators ( [27]–[29]). Random number generators
have been used in many areas including cryptography, appli-
cations using the Monte-Carlo method, computer simulations
and modeling and numerical analysis applications ( [30]–
[33]).

Information security plays an important task in our every-
day lives ( [34], [35]). Images are the most common data
presentation model. The data represented by images can be
protected by using one of the image data hiding techniques
or using one of the image encryption models ( [36]–[38]).
Due to the chaotic features of our chaotic map, we propose
a new encryption scheme for colour images. The outcome of
our chaotic system generates five sequences. In the presented
encryption scheme, the first generated sequence is utilized for
shuffling the elements of each row and the second sequence
is utilized for shuffling the elements of each column, while
the last three sequences are utilized in substitution process.
Then the initial conditions of our chaotic system are updated
according to some information gained from the substituted
image and utilizing the generated first three sequences for
substituting the substituted image. Simulation outcomes of
the presented encryption approach confirm that our chaotic
system has good cryptographic properties and its usability in
different cryptographic purposes.

II. A NEW 5-D HYPERCHAOTIC SYSTEM WITH NO
EQUILIBRIUM POINT

The Rikitake dynamo model of geomagnetic reversals [18] is
described by the following 3-D dynamics:















ẏ1 = −ay1 + y2y3

ẏ2 = −ay2 + (y3 − b)y1

ẏ3 = 1− y1y2

(1)

In the 3-D Rikitake dynamo model (1), y1 and y2 represent
the electric currents, while y3 represents the angular velocity.
For (a, b) = (1, 1) and Y (0) = (0.3, 0.1, 0.2), the Lyapunov
characteristic exponents of the Rikitake dynamo model (1)
are numerically determined for T = 1E5 seconds using
MATLAB as µ1 = 0.1284, µ2 = 0 and µ3 = −2.1284.

Vaidyanathan et al. [39] obtained a new 4-D hyperchaotic
dynamo system by means of adding a feedback control y4
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to the Rikitake dynamo model (1), which can be stated as
follows:























ẏ1 = −ay1 + y2y3 − dy4

ẏ2 = −ay2 + (y3 − b)y1 − dy4

ẏ3 = 1− y1y2

ẏ4 = cy1

(2)

It was established in [39] that the 4-D dynamo system (2)
possesses a hyperchaotic attractor for the parameter values
(a, b, c, d) = (1, 1, 5, 6) and Y (0) = (0.3, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) with
the Lyapunov characteristic exponents obtained for T = 1E5
seconds using MATLAB as µ1 = 0.1664, µ2 = 0.0335,
µ3 = 0 and µ4 = −2.1991.

In this work, we announce a new 5-D dynamical system
by means of adding a new feedback control y5 into the 4-
D Vaidyanathan dynamo system (2). Our new dynamical
system is described as follows:



































ẏ1 = −ay1 + y2y3 − dy4 − qy5

ẏ2 = −ay2 + (y3 − b)y1 − dy4 − qy5

ẏ3 = 1− y1y2

ẏ4 = cy1

ẏ5 = py1

(3)

We will establish that the 5-D system (3) has a hyper-
chaotic attractor with three positive Lyapunov exponent val-
ues for the values of the constant parameters chosen as

a = 1, b = 1, c = 5, d = 6, p = 6, q = 8 (4)

The Lyapunov exponents of the 5-D system (3) for the con-
stant parameters as in (4) and Y (0) = (0.3, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2)
were calculated for T = 1E5 in MATLAB as follows:



































µ1 = 0.2074

µ2 = 0.0132

µ3 = 0.0050

µ4 = 0

µ5 = −2.2257

(5)

We note that for the 5-D system (3), µ1 = 0.2074, and for
the 4-D system (2), µ1 = 0.1664. Also, the 5-D system (3)
has 3 positive Lyapunov exponents, while the 4-D system (2)
has 2 positive Lyapunov exponents.

Next, we suppose that (a, b, c, d, p, q) = (1, 1, 5, 6, 6, 8)
(hyperchaotic case) and calculate the equilibrium points of
the 5-D system (3) by means of solving the following system
of equations:

−ay1 + y2y3 − dy4 − qy5 = 0 (6a)

−ay2 + (y3 − b)y1 − dy4 − qy5 = 0 (6b)

1− y1y2 = 0 (6c)

cy1 = 0 (6d)

py1 = 0 (6e)

Since c > 0, we deduce from (6d) that y1 = 0. This con-
tradicts (6c). Hence, we conclude that the system (3) has no
equilibrium point. Hence, it is implied that the hyperchaotic
system (3) has a hidden hyperchaotic attractor.

We also observe that the 5-D system (3) has rotation
symmetry about the y3-axis since the system dynamics is
invariant under the changes of coordinates

(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5) 7→ (−y1,−y2, y3,−y4,−y5) (7)

for all values of the system parameters a, b, c, d and p.
The signal plots of the 5-D hyperchaotic system (3) for

the constant parameters (a, b, c, d, p, q) = (1, 1, 5, 6, 6, 8)
(hyperchaotic case) and the initial state Y (0) =
(0.3, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2) are simulated in Figure 1, while the
hyperchaotic time series of the 5-D system (3) is simulated
in Figure 2.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 1: 2-D plots of the 5-D hyperchaotic system (3) for
(a, b, c, d, p, q) = (1, 1, 5, 6, 6, 8) and the initial state Y (0) =
(0.3, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2) : (a) (y1, y2) plane, (b) (y1, y5) plane,
(c) (y2, y3) plane and (d) (y3, y4) plane.

Coexistence of multiple attractors means that under fixed
nonlinear dynamic system parameters, the system has dif-
ferent types of attractors, each of which is excited and
generated from the initial state corresponding to a different
basin of attraction, showing the bistability or multistability
of a nonlinear dynamic system ( [40], [41]). Bistability or
multistability is a peculiar phenomenon, that is, more than
one asymptotically stable states coexist in a nonlinear dy-
namic system with determined parameters, which reflects the
sensitivity of system dynamics to initial conditions.

Since the 5-D dynamo system (3) has rotation symmetry
about the y3 axis, it can generate coexisting attractors that
are symmetric about the y3 axis. When the parameters are
taken as a = 1, b = 1, c = 5, p = 1 and q = 1,
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FIGURE 2: Hyperchaotic time series of the new 5-D hyper-
chaotic dynamo system (3).

and the initial state are set to Y0 = (2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2)
and Z0 = (−2,−0.1, 0.2,−0.3,−0.2), the coexisting bi-
furcation diagram of the state variable y5 with respect to
the control parameter d in the range of [0, 10] and the
corresponding Lyapunov exponents with the initial state
Y0 = (2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2) are illustrated in Figures 3 (a)
and (b), respectively. In Figure 3, the blue orbit starts with
the initial state Y0 and the red orbit starts with the initial
state Z0. From Figure 3, it is easy to observe that the 5-
D dynamo system (3) is in periodic state at first and finally
drops into non-period (chaos or hyperchaos) except for three
periodic windows. Besides, there exist coexisting attractors
(coexisting periodic attractors, coexisting chaotic attractors
and coexisting hyperchaotic attractors) in the whole region.
Some typical phase portraits of different types of coexisting
attractors of the 5-D system (3) are displayed in Figure 4.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 3: Coexisting bifurcation of the 5-D system (3) with
respect to d for a = 1, b = 1, c = 5, p = 1, q = 1, and the
initial condition Y0 = (2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2) : (a) coexisting
bifurcation diagram and (b) the Lyapunov exponents.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 4: Coexisting attractors of the 5-D dynamo system
(3) with respect to d for a = 1, b = 1, c = 5, p = 1, q = 1,
and the initial states Y0 = (2, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.2) and Z0 =
(−2,−0.1, 0.2,−0.3,−0.2): (a) coexisting chaotic attractors
with d = 1.2, (b) coexisting hyperchaotic attractors with d =
6.

III. CIRCUIT DESIGN OF THE 5-D HYPERCHAOTIC
DYNAMO SYSTEM
In this section, an electronic circuit design of the 5-D hy-
perchaotic dynamo system (3) is modelled via Multisim
software, version 13.0. The electronic circuit includes seven
operational amplifiers, three multipliers, five capacitors and
17 resistors. It is noted that five operational amplifiers (U1A,
U3A, U4A, U5A, U7A) are configured as integrators while
two operational amplifiers U2A, U6A are configured as in-
verting amplifier.

For the circuit implementation, the new 5-D hyperchaotic
dynamo system (3) has to be rescaled by using Y1 = 2y1,
Y2 = 2y2, Y3 = 2y3, Y4 = 2y4 and Y5 = 2y5.

After rescaling the state variables in (3), we obtain the
following new 5-D hyperchaotic system:



































Ẏ1 = −aY1 +
1
2Y2Y3 − dY4 − qY5

Ẏ2 = −aY2 +
1
2Y1Y3 − bY1 − dY4 − qY5

Ẏ3 = 2− 1
2Y1Y2

Ẏ4 = cY1

Ẏ5 = pY1

(8)

Upon applying Kirchhoff’s electrical circuit laws to the
current of Figure 5, the following dynamics for the new 5-
D hyperchaotic dynamo system (8) can be derived:






















































Ẏ1 = − 1
C1R1

Y1 +
1

C1R2
Y2Y3 −

1
C1R3

Y4 −
1

C1R4
Y5

Ẏ2 = − 1
C2R5

Y2 +
1

C2R6
Y1Y3 −

1
C2R7

Y1 −
1

C2R8
Y4

− 1
C2R9

Y5

Ẏ3 = 1
C3R10

V1 −
1

C3R11
Y1Y2

Ẏ4 = 1
C4R12

Y1

Ẏ5 = 1
C5R13

Y1

(9)
Here, Y1, Y2, Y3, Y4 and Y5 are the voltages across the

capacitors C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5, respectively. We choose
the values of the circuital elements as R1 = R5 = R7 = 400
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kΩ, R2 = R6 = R11 = 800 kΩ, R3 = R8 = R13 =
66.67 kΩ, R4 = R9 = 50 kΩ, R10 = R11 = 200 kΩ,
R12 = 80 kΩ, R14 = R15 = R16 = R17 = 100 kΩ and
C1 = C2 = C3 = C4 = C5 = 1 nF. Multisim phase portraits
of the 5-D hyperchaotic circuit (9) are shown in Figure 6. It is
observed that the Multisim outputs in Figure 6 show a good
match with the 2-D MATLAB plots of the 5-D hyperchaotic
dynamic system (3) shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 5: Circuit schematic diagram for the 5-D hyper-
chaotic dynamic system (9)

IV. FPGA DESIGN OF THE NEW CHAOTIC SYSTEM
A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is an inte-
grated circuit that has the advantage of being repro-
grammed/reconfigured in the field after manufacture. Its use-
fulness for fast prototyping makes it a popular device for low
development cost applications, while providing good perfor-
mance. The FPGA has been applied to implement different
chaotic systems, as already shown in ( [23], [42]). However,
the hardware resources depend on the numerical method that

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 6: 2-D plots of the 5-D hyperchaotic circuit (9)
using Multisim circuit simulation: (a) (Y1, Y2) plane, (b)
(Y1, Y5) plane, (c) (Y2, Y3) plane and (d) (Y3, Y4) plane.

is used to solve the system of equations. In this manner,
this section shows the FPGA implementation of the new 5-D
hyper-chaotic dynamo system given in (3) by applying three
different methods, namely: forward-Euler, trapezoidal and
fourth-order Runge-Kutta. Each numerical method provides
different accuracy and requires a good estimation of the
step-size to diminish numerical errors, as shown in [23].
By applying the Forward Euler method, we get the discrete
equations given by (10).

y1n+1
= y1n + h[−ay1n + y2ny3n ]

+h[−dy4n − qy5n ]

y2n+1
= y2n + h[−ay2n + (y3n − b)y1n ]

+h[−dy4n − qy5n ]

y3n+1
= y3n + h[1− y1ny2n ]

y4n+1
= y4n + h[cy1n ]

y5n+1
= y5n + h[py1n ]

(10)

From the discretized equations given in (10), one can
identify the building blocks to be implemented in the FPGA.
The high-level description of the interconnected blocks is
shown in Fig. 7, where it can be appreciated the use of
adders, subtractors and multipliers of two inputs (A,B) and
one output (O). An important point is that the multiplication
of a state variable by a constant can be realized by designing
single-constant multiplier (SCM) blocks, which require low
resources compared to a full multiplier. See for example the
first and second equations in in (10), the multiplications ay1n ,
dy4n , and qy5n , as a, d and q are constants, the SCM can
be implemented by using adders, subtractors and shifters,
thus saving hardware resources and increasing the speed of

VOLUME 4, 2016 5
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processing in the FPGA. The SCM is also designed for all
the blocks multiplying the step-size (h) in the blocks labeled
as Integrator Forward-Euler, and to multiply by c and p in the
fourth and fifth equations.

FIGURE 7: Block diagram of the new 5-D hyperchaotic
system (3) discretized with Forward-Euler.

The computer arithmetic to process the data in the FPGA
implementation depends on the amplitudes of the state vari-
ables shown in Fig. 2. From this data, one must take into
consideration that the multiplication operations may generate
larger values. For example: in the case of the state variables
y1 and y2, which ranges are near to [−8, 8] and [−18, 18],
respectively, one may expect a result of ±144, and therefore,
this value can be represented by using 8 bits. Henceforth, the
FPGA implementation can be done by adopting fixed-point
notation with the format 9.23 (32 bits), using one for the sign,
8 for the integer part, and 23 for the fractional part in all the
blocks shown in Fig. 7.

The discretization and block diagram design for the 5D hy-
perchaotic system (3) by applying the trapezoidal and Runge-
Kutta methods is performed in the same way. By setting
h = 0.01, Table 1 shows the resources of the implementation
of (3) by using the FPGA Cyclone IV EP4CGX150DF31C7
along the synthesizer “Quartus II 13.0”. It is worthy mention-
ing that the row called “Clock cycles by iteration” represents
the number of clock cycles that are required to process a new
iteration to compute y1n+1

, y2n+1
, y3n+1

, y4n+1
and y5n+1

with a valid data, and the “Latency” row represents the time
to compute a new iteration with a 50 MHz clock signal.

Figures 8, 9, and 10, show the chaotic time series simulated
from the VHDL descriptions of the 5D hyperchaotic system
(3) by applying the Forward Euler, Trapezoidal and the
fourth-order Runge-Kutta methods. It can be noted that the
ranges of the discretized state variables are quite similar to
the ones obtained by MatLab simulations, as shown in Fig. 2.
However, as in the FPGA the computer arithmetic was per-
formed by using 32 bits, then the evolution of the trajectories

TABLE 1: Hardware resources for the implementation of the
5D hyperchaotic system (3) by using the FPGA Cyclone IV
EP4CGX150DF31C7, and by applying the Forward-Euler,
Trapezoidal and Runge-Kutta methods with h = 0.01.

Resources Forward-
Euler

Trape-
zoidal

Runge-
Kutta

Available

[2mm] Logic El-
ements

1,648 3,493 6,954 149,760

Registers 1112 1340 1554 149,760

9×9 Bit multi-
pliers

36 72 144 720

Max Freq.
(MHz)

99.6 98.1 97.3 50

Clock cycles by
Iteration

11 21 43 -

Latency (ns) 220 420 860 -

is a little different because there exists a truncation error, but
the dynamical characteristics such as Lyapunov exponents
values remain the same. One can increase the number of bits
to gain more accuracy.

FIGURE 8: Hyperchaotic time series of the 5D system (3)
from the FPGA implementation by applying the Forward-
Euler method.

FIGURE 9: Hyperchaotic time series of the 5D system (3)
from the FPGA implementation by applying the Trapezoidal
method.

V. THE NEW 5-D HYPERCHAOTIC DYNAMO SYSTEM
AND RING BASED DUAL CORE TRNG
Chaotic and hyperchaotic systems are complex and irreg-
ular looking, sensitive to initial conditions, and they exist
in deterministic nonlinear systems that change over time.

6 VOLUME 4, 2016
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FIGURE 10: Hyperchaotic time series of the 5D system (3)
from the FPGA implementation applying the fourth-order
Runge-Kutta method.

Important studies have been carried out in scientific and
industrial fields for the research and implementation of these
systems. In recent years, great efforts have been carried out
on the development of chaos-based TRNG structures due to
the features ( [24]–[26]) including noise-like properties and
hiding the information signal of chaotic oscillators ( [27]–
[29]). Random number generators have been used in many
areas including cryptography, applications using the Monte-
Carlo method, computer simulations and modeling and nu-
merical analysis applications ( [30]–[33]). In this study, the
designed Heun based discrete mathematical model of a new
5-D hyperchaotic dynamo system is given by the system of
equations (11).

y01(k + 1) = y1(k) + [−ay1(k)]∆h

+[y2(k)y3(k)− dy4(k)− qy5(k)]∆h

y1(k + 1) = y1(k) +
[−ay1(k)+y2(k)y3(k)]

2 ∆h

+
[−dy4(k)−qy5(k)]+y0

1(k+1)
2 ∆h

y02(k + 1) = y2(k) + [−ay2(k) + (y3(k)− b)y1(k)]∆h

+[−dy4(k)− qy5(k)]∆h

y2(k + 1) = y2(k) +
[−ay2(k)+(y3(k)−b)y1(k)]

2 ∆h

+
[−dy4(k)−qy5(k)]+y0

2(k+1)
2 ∆h

y03(k + 1) = y3(k) + [1− y1(k)y2(k)]∆h

y3(k + 1) = y3(k) +
[1−y1(k)y2(k)]+y0

3(k+1)
2 ∆h

y04(k + 1) = y4(k) + [cy1(k)]∆h

y4(k + 1) = y4(k) +
[cy1(k)]+y0

4(k+1)
2

y05(k + 1) = y5(k) + [py1(k)]∆h

y5(k + 1) = y5(k) +
[py1(k)]+y0

5(k+1)
2 ∆h

(11)
From the mathematical model (11), it can be seen that the

Heun algorithm is a two-step algorithm. In the first stage,
y01(k + 1) value has been calculated by using the values
of yi(k), (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). In the second stage, using the

values of y01(k + 1) and yi(k) , the value of y1(k + 1)
is calculated, where ∆h denotes the step-size. Similarly,
y2(k+1), y3(k+1), y4(k+1) and y5(k+1) are calculated
in (11).

The dual entropy core high speed TRNG unit designed
using the 5-D new hyper chaotic oscillator and ring oscillator
structures using Heun algorithm on FPGA is presented in
Figure 11. The random number sequences, that have high
operating frequency and bit generation rate obtained from
the proposed structure; will be able to be used in cryptog-
raphy and secure communication areas where fast, secure
and intensive processes needed. The designed chaotic TRNG
unit was synthesized for the XC7VX485T-2-FFG1761 chip
of the Virtex-7 VC707 family produced by Xilinx company.
The statistics of the parameters of FPGA chip resource usage
and clock speed of the units have been examined. The data
processing time of TRNG units was obtained using the Xilinx
ISE Design Tools 14.2 simulation program.

FIGURE 11: The top-level block diagram of the dual core
high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm
based on the new 5D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA.

Figure 12 shows the block diagram of the FPGA
based dual core TRNG unit. TRNG unit, designed by
Heun-based on FPGA, consists of 5 parts: x5mux,
New_5D_HCO_HEUN oscillator, Quantization unit, Ring
oscillator and Art unit. In design, the x5mux unit is basically
a multiplexer (MUX) structure developed for the control of
the starting signals required by the New_5D_HCO_HEUN
unit, which has 5 dependent variables. The system has 5
initial condition values (x0, y0, z0, w0 and v0). Also, as
soon as the New_5D_HCO_HEUN unit results (x, y, z,
w and v), these results are entered as the initial value
for the next iteration of the New_5D_HCO_HEUN unit.
As a result, unlike standard MUX structures, there are 10
32-bit inputs in total with 2 having 5 signal inputs. If
the New_5D_HCO_HEUN unit did not generate its ini-
tial value, the x5mux unit sends its initial values to the
New_5D_HCO_HEUN unit. If the New_5D_HCO_HEUN
unit produced its first value, the x5mux unit sends the values
generated by the New_5D_HCO_HEUN unit as the initial
values to the input of this unit. The new_5D_HCO_HEUN
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unit is designed for the Heun algorithm based operation of
the new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator presented in this work.

In Figure 13, the third level block diagram of dual core
high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm
based on the new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA is
presented. Here, the structure of the New_5D_HCO_HEUN
unit is given in more detail. All the multiplier, adder and
subtractor units used in these designs were created using the
IP Core generator developed with Xilinx ISE Design Tools.
The new_5D_HCO_Heun oscillator produces the chaotic
signals that TRNG needs and transmits these values to 32-
bit X_out, Y_out, Z_out, W_out and V_out signals. When the
chaotic oscillator produces an output, the 1-bit TRNG_Ready
signal becomes ’1’ and sends the values generated by the
new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator to the Quantization unit. The
quantization process was performed by taking the last 23 bits
of the fractional part of the 32-bit number in the floating-
point number standard produced by each floating-point-based
chaotic oscillator unit. The RN signal, obtained from this
unit’s output, is the signals by which random numbers are
carried. The sh signal indicates that random signals are re-
ceived from the unit output. These two signals are transferred
to the ART unit. The post processing is applied for the signals
obtained in the ART unit.

In this research work, XOR operation was applied as
the post processing and the results were sent to the output
of the system. The random numbers generated by the ring
oscillator and the random numbers generated by the 5-D
new hyperchaotic oscillator-based TRNG unit are subjected
to XOR process in the ART_PROCESSING unit. In TRNG
structures subjected to the XOR process presented in the
literature, the bit production rate is reduced by half as a result
of the XOR process. However, unlike the studies presented in
the literature, since the random numbers have been generated
by using the outputs of 2 different sources in XOR process,
there is no decrease in throughput of the presented dual core
high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm
based new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA design.

The dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and
Heun algorithm based new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on
FPGA has been synthesised for target device XC7VX485T-2-
FFG1761 chip. Then, the chip statistics have been obtained.
As shown in Table 2, after the Place-Route processes, the
maximum clock frequency of the dual core high speed hy-
brid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm based new 5-D
hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA reaches 416.194 MHz. In
other words, the minimum clock period of the design was
obtained as 2.403 ns.

Figure 14 gives the testbench results whose code is written
in VHDL for dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using
Ring and Heun algorithm based on 5-D new Hyper chaotic
oscillator on FPGA unit. As can be seen in testbench, dual
core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algo-
rithm based 5-D new Hyper chaotic oscillator on FPGA unit
produces results in every clock pulse. For this reason, the
dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun

algorithm based on 5-D new Hyper chaotic oscillator unit
can generate 416 Mbit random numbers in 1 second on the
Virtex-7 VC707 Evaluation Platform.

The randomness and statistical properties of random num-
ber generators developed for use in cryptological applications
should be examined and tested. Although, the randomness of
the output of the number generators cannot be proven math-
ematically, it can be said whether the number sequences are
random or not by applying valid statistical tests. These tests
provide information on whether the output of the generator
meets what is expected from a true random sequence. Also,
the results of the tests can be commented on the quality of the
RNG. To state that a series of numbers is random, it must pass
all tests. The sequence cannot be considered random even if
only one test fails [31], [32]. It is seen in Table 3 that the
number sequences obtained from the proposed FPGA-based
TRNG are successful in all tests of the international NIST
800-22.

VI. IMAGE ENCRYPTION USING THE NEW 5-D
HYPERCHAOTIC DYNAMO SYSTEM
Based on the chaotic features of the proposed chaotic map,
we suggest a new encryption approach for colour images.
The presented encryption scheme requires adjustment for the
presented chaotic map as presented in (12).























ẏ1 = (−ay1 + y2y3 − dy4 − qy5)mod1

ẏ2 = (−ay2 + (y3 − b)y1 − dy4 − qy5)mod1

ẏ3 = (1− y1y2)mod1

ẏ4 = (cy1)mod1

ẏ5 = (py1)mod1

(12)

The outcome of the chaotic system (12) generates five
sequences. In the presented encryption scheme, the first
generated sequence of the system (12) is utilized for shuffling
the elements of each row and the second sequence is utilized
for shuffling the elements of each column, while the last
three sequences are utilized in substitution process. Then the
initial conditions of the system (12) are updated according to
the substituted image and utilizing the generated first three
sequences for substituting the substituted image. The out-
lines of ciphering and deciphering methods for the proposed
encryption mechanism are provided in Figures 15 and 16,
respectively, while the encryption procedure is presented in
Algorithm 1.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL OUTCOMES FOR THE
ENCRYPTION SCHEME
To validate the presented encryption approach, we utilised a
laptop with Intel CoreTM i5 CPU 2.500 GHz and 6 GB RAM
with preinstalled MATLAB R2016b. The utilised dataset
are consist of four colour images taken from Kodak dataset
[43] labelled as PIm01, PIm02, PIm03, and PIm04 each of
dimension 768×512 (see Figure 17). The primary conditions
and control parameters employed for operating the new 5-
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FIGURE 12: The second level block diagram of the dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm based
on the new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA.

FIGURE 13: The third level block diagram of the dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm based on
the new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA.
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TABLE 2: The area utilization report of dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm based new 5D
hyperchaotic oscillator on Virtex XC7VX485T-2-FFG1761 chip.

Utilization for Virtex-7 VC707 Evaluation Platform Used Available Utilization (%)

Number of Slice Registers 31,702 607,200 5

Number of Slice LUTs 31,708 303,600 10

Number of Fully Used LUT-Flip Flop Pairs 25,342 38,061 66

Number of Inputs / Outputs 4 700 1

Number of BUFG / BUFGCTRLs 1 32 3

FIGURE 14: The timing diagram results of dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm based on the
new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA obtained from Xilinx ISE Simulator.

FIGURE 15: Outlines of the ciphering process for the pro-
posed encryption approach.

D chaotic system are defined as y10=0.3, y20=0.1, y30=0.2,
y40=0.3, y50=0.2, a=1, b=1, c=5, d=6, p=6, and q=8.

A. CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Correlation coefficient of neighbouring pixels Cpc is a mea-
sure used to assessment the meaningful of an image which
normal images have Cpc value near to 1 in every direction
while in cipher images with a well-designed encryption
scheme should near to 0 ( [44], [45]). To calculate the
outcomes of Cpc in every direction of the cipher and plain
images, we picked randomly 104 pairs of neighbouring pixels

FIGURE 16: Outlines of the deciphering process for the
proposed encryption approach.

in per direction.

Cpc =

∑N

i=1 (pi − p̄) (ci − c̄)
√

∑N

i=1 (pi − p̄)
2 ∑N

i=1 (ci − c̄)
2

(13)

where N indicates to the entire number of adjacent pixel pairs
in any direction and ci, pi are points to the values of neigh-
bouring pixels. Table 4 shows the results of Cpc for cipher
images and their corresponding original ones, which the val-
ues of cipher images are very close to 0. Furthermore, Figures
18, 19, and 20 display the distribution of correlations in each
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TABLE 3: The NIST test results of dual core high speed hybrid TRNG using Ring and Heun algorithm based on the new 5-D
hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA.

NIST 800-22 Statistical Tests P -value Result

Frequency Test 0.18683 Successful

Block Frequency Test 0.82799 Successful

Runs Test 0.69774 Successful

Longest Runs of Ones Test 0.70531 Successful

Binary Matrix Rank Test 0.35665 Successful

Discrete Fourier Transform Test 0.81773 Successful

Non-Overlapping Template Matching Test 0.39259 Successful

Overlapping Template Matching Test 0.26254 Successful

Maurer’s Universal Statistical Test 0.31156 Successful

Linear Complexity Test 0.70422 Successful

Serial Test-1 0.77320 Successful

Serial Test-2 0.65583 Successful

Approximate Entropy Test 0.01083 Successful

Cumulative Sums Test 0.11356 Successful

Random Excursions Test (for x = 1) 0.91749 Successful

Random Excursions Variant Test (for x = 2) 0.96135 Successful

direction for image Im01 and its corresponding ciphered one.
From the outcomes stated about correlation coefficient, no
beneficial data obtained about the cipher image by analysis
Cpc values.

B. PIXELS CHANGE RATE

To estimate the sensitivity of tiny changes in the plain image
on its corresponding ciphered one, two tools are applied:
"Number of Pixels Change Rate" (NPCR) and "Unified Aver-
age Changing Intensity" (UACI). The mathematical expres-
sions of NPCR and UACI can be stated in Eq. (14) [46].

NPCR =

∑

i;j

D(i,j)

M
× 100%,

D(i, j) =

{

0 if C1(i, j) = C2(i, j)

1 if C1(i, j) 6= C2(i, j)

(14)

UACI =
1

M





∑

i,j

|C1(i, j)− C2(i, j)|

2N − 1



× 100% (15)

where C1, C2 are two ciphered images for one plain image
with tiny changes, M denotes to the complete number of
pixels utilised in the image and N signifies to the number of
bits utilised to signify the pixel value. The UACI and NPCR
values are stated in Table 5 which all values of NPCR for the
experimented dataset are greater than 99.60%. Therefore, the
proposed encryption approach is highly sensitive to tiny pixel
variations in the plain image.

C. HISTOGRAM TEST

Histogram analysis reflects the frequency distribution of
pixel values in the image. A well-designed encryption mech-
anism must ensure even distribution of various ciphered
images to withstand statistical attacks. Figure 21 shows the
histograms of Im01 image before and after encryption which
histograms of PIm01 image differ from each other, while the
diagrams of the CIm01 image are identical with each other.
To verify the histogram test for ciphered images we execute
chi-square test (χ2), which can be stated as given in Eq. (16).

χ2 =

g
∑

p

(fp − d)
2

d
(16)

here, g is 255 for 8-bit grey-scale images, fp points to the
frequency of the pixel value p (p=0, 1, 2,. . . , g), and d is
the dimension of the image. On assuming the significant
level is α=0.05, then χ2

α(255) = 293.248. For an image,
if the value of χ2 test is less than χ2

α(255), this verify the
uniform distribution of the image, otherwise, the image has
not uniform distribution [47]. Table 6 displays the outcomes
of χ2 for the experimented dataset, which the values of χ2 for
all plain images are greater than χ2

α(255), while the χ2 values
for all ciphered images is less than χ2

α(255). Therefore, the
provided encryption scheme can resist histogram attacks.

D. INFORMATION ENTROPY ANALYSIS

Global entropy is a statistical test of the distribution for pixel
values for per level in an image, which can be expressed
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Algorithm 1: Ciphering process

Input: Original-image (PIm)
parameter: y10, y20, y30, y40, y50, a, b, c, d, p, q
Output: Cipher-image (CIm) and Delta

1 [H, W, L]← dimension(PIm)// Gets the dimensional of the plain image

2 [Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 Y 4 Y 5]← new 5D chaotic system(y10, y20, y30, y40, y50, a, b, c, d, p, q, H ×W )
// Iterating the new 5-D chaotic system for H ×W times and generates five

sequences

// Permutation process

3 SR← fix(mod(Y 1(1 : H)× 1016, W − 1)) + 1 // Generates an integer sequence of length H

utilized for circular shift the elements of each row

4 SC ← fix(mod(Y 2(1 : W )× 1016, H − 1)) + 1 // Generates an integer sequence of length W

utilized for circular shift the elements of each column

// Circular shift right for the elements of each row

5 for i← 1 to H do

6 for j ← 1 to W do

7 pos← SR(i) + j mod W

8 if pos==0 then

9 pos←W

10 SRIm(i, pos, :)← PIm(i, j, :)

// Circular shift right for the elements of each column

11 for i← 1 to H do

12 for j ← 1 to W do

13 pos← SC(j) + i mod H

14 if pos==0 then

15 pos← H

16 PerIm(pos, j, :)← SRIm(i, j, :)

// Substitution process

17 K1(:, 1)← reshape(fix(Y 3× 1016 mod 256), H,W ) // Converting Y3 sequence into integer

values and reshape the outcome to a matrix of dimensional H ×W

18 K1(:, 2)← reshape(fix(Y 4× 1016 mod 256), H,W )
19 K1(:, 3)← reshape(fix(Y 5× 1016 mod 256), H,W )
20 SubIm← PerIm⊕K1
// Update initial conditions

21 PixSum←
H
∑

h←1

W
∑

w←1

L
∑

l←1

SubIm(h,w, l)

22 Delta← PixSum mod 512
512 × 0.5

23 y10 = 0.5× y10 +Delta

24 y20 = 0.5× y20 +Delta

25 y30 = 0.5× y30 +Delta

26 y40 = 0.5× y40 +Delta

27 y50 = 0.5× y50 +Delta

28 [Y 1 Y 2 Y 3 Y 4 Y 5]← new 5D chaotic system(y10, y20, y30, y40, y50, a, b, c, d, p, q, H ×W )
29 K2(:, 1)← reshape(fix(Y 1× 1016 mod 256), H,W )
30 K2(:, 2)← reshape(fix(Y 2× 1016 mod 256), H,W )
31 K2(:, 3)← reshape(fix(Y 3× 1016 mod 256), H,W )
32 CIm← SubIm⊕K2// Cipher-image

mathematically as follows:

E(X) = −
255
∑

i=0

p(xi) log2 (p(xi)) (17)

where p(xi) indicates to the probability of xi. The potential
values for a greyscale image are 28, therefore the typical
entropy value is 8-bit. Therefore, to confirm the effectiveness
of the given approach, the entropy value of the ciphered
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(a) PIm01 (b) PIm02

(c) PIm03 (d) PIm04

(e) CIm01 (f) CIm02

(g) CIm03 (h) CIm04

FIGURE 17: Experimental dataset of images, which the first
two rows indicate the plain images and it’s corresponding
ciphered ones are provided in the last two rows.

FIGURE 18: Distributions of Cpc values for the red com-
ponent of image Im01, where the first row denotes the red
component of PIm01 and the second row denotes the red
component of image CIm01.

images must be nearby 8. Nevertheless, the global entropy
neglects to evaluate the true randomness for ciphered images.
Accordingly, local entropy can be calculated by the average

TABLE 4: Outcomes of Cpc for the experimented dataset

image
Colour
component

direction
Hor. Ver. Dia.

PIm01
R 0.93001 0.94081 0.90786
G 0.92888 0.93767 0.90242
B 0.91587 0.92604 0.89211

CIm01
R -0.00038 0.00058 -0.00071
G -0.00011 0.00112 0.00038
B -0.00098 0.00071 -0.00086

PIm02
R 0.92245 0.87761 0.81083
G 0.92683 0.88951 0.82543
B 0.90351 0.86175 0.77601

CIm02
R -0.00072 0.00092 0.00052
G -0.00024 -0.00083 0.00061
B -0.00031 -0.00035 -0.00082

PIm03
R 0.96227 0.95549 0.93653
G 0.95137 0.94483 0.91863
B 0.96153 0.95619 0.93319

CIm03
R -0.00002 -0.00107 -0.00065
G -0.00014 0.00122 -0.00029
B -0.00048 0.00013 0.00107

PIm04
R 0.98521 0.98794 0.97978
G 0.98308 0.98529 0.97552
B 0.98567 0.98775 0.97918

CIm04
R -0.00032 -0.00085 0.00084
G 0.00096 0.00002 0.00127
B -0.00068 0.00038 0.00089

FIGURE 19: Distributions of Cpc values for the green com-
ponent of image Im01, where the first row denotes the green
component of PIm01 and the second row denotes the green
component of image CIm01.

TABLE 5: NPCR and UACI values for experimented dataset

Image NPCR % UACI %
Im01 99.60267 33.42806
Im02 99.60742 33.47349
Im03 99.60064 33.44653
Im04 99.60369 33.48648

of global entropies over all the non-overlapping blocks (per
block has 1936 pixels) [48]. Table 7 presented the values of
global and local information entropies for the plain images
and their corresponding ciphered ones, which all values of
information entropy for ciphered images are very near to
8-bit. Therefore, the presented mechanism is secure against
entropy attack.
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FIGURE 20: Distributions of Cpc values for the blue com-
ponent of image Im01, where the first row denotes the blue
component of PIm01 and the second row denotes the blue
component of image CIm01.

FIGURE 21: Histograms of Im01, where the first row indi-
cates to the Histograms of PIm01 and the second row denotes
the Histograms of CIm01 image.

TABLE 6: χ2 values for our proposed approach

Image
Chi-square value

Outcome
R G B

PIm01 817766.501 677362.427 616936.171 Not uniform
PIm02 285277.463 219680.628 221228.608 Not uniform
PIm03 503535.636 368802.614 490511.246 Not uniform
PIm04 303687.966 254324.451 603349.493 Not uniform
CIm01 291.0885 244.0794 268.4153 Uniform
CIm02 243.8124 234.8763 256.3124 Uniform
CIm03 258.5377 243.6536 272.5638 Uniform
CIm04 262.6718 240.3085 271.4869 Uniform

TABLE 7: Global and local information entropies for our
encryption approach

Image
Global Local

Plain cipher Plain cipher
Im01 7.136653 7.999832 5.673345 7.901366
Im02 7.673795 7.999851 6.552062 7.902948
Im03 7.385258 7.999844 5.590770 7.902664
Im04 7.601941 7.999845 5.396978 7.902361

E. OCCLUSION ATTACKS

If data is transmitted via communication channels, noise can
affect the transmitted information and lose some of its parts
( [49], [50]). Therefore, a highly designed cryptographic
system should be able to withstand data loss attacks. To

assess the proposed encryption approach towards the loss of
information, we execute an occlusion analysis by cutting out
some of the data in the encrypted image or append noise to it
and then trying to retrieve the secret image from the defective
cipher image via the deciphering process. Figs. 22 and 23
present the results of occlusion attacks in which the plain
image is effectively retrieved during the deciphering process.

(a) 10% cut out (b) 25% cut out (c) 25% cut out

FIGURE 22: Data loss attack. The first row indicates the
defective cipher images via cutting out some part data and
the second row represents the corresponding decrypted ones.

(a) d = 0.001 (b) d = 0.01 (c) d = 0.1

FIGURE 23: Noise attack. The first row indicates the defec-
tive cipher images via varying Salt & Pepper noise density
and the second row represents the corresponding decrypted
ones.

F. KEY SENSITIVITY ANALYSES

The sensitivity of the key is utilised to ensure the security
of the cryptosystem. To assess the key sensitivity of the
proposed mechanism, CIm01 image is deciphered by slight
changes in the cryptographic key, as shown in Figure 24.

G. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed encryption
approach in relation to other very recently approaches (
[47], [48], [50]), Table 8 presents a simple comparison of
the proposed approach with other related methods in terms
of correlation coefficients, NPCR, UACI, global and local
information entropy, and Chi-square test. The values pro-
vided in Table 8 confirms the effectiveness of the presented
mechanism.
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(a) The true keys (b) True keys but
y1

0
= 0.3000000000000001

(c) True keys but
y2

0
= 0.100000000000001

(d) True keys but
y3

0
= 0.20000000000001

(e) True keys but
y4

0
= 0.3000000000000001

(f) True keys but
y5

0
= 0.2000000000000001

(g) True keys but
a = 1.000000000000001

(h) True keys but
b = 1.000000000000001

(i) True keys but
c = 5.000000000000001

(j) True keys but
d = 6.000000000000001

(k) True keys but
p = 6.000000000000001

(l) True keys but
q = 8.000000000000001

FIGURE 24: Decrypting image Im01 with slight changes in key parameters.

TABLE 8: Comparison of the presented strategy with other similar strategies in terms of average values of correlation
coefficients, NPCR, UACI, global and local information entropy, and Chi-square test.

Approach
Correlation Entropy

NPCR% UACI% χ2-test
Hor. Ver. Dia. Global Local

Our -0.00028 0.00016 0.00018 7.99984 7.90236 99.6036 33.4586 257.3172
Ref. [47] -0.0042 -0.0049 -0.0045 7.9995 7.9030 99.6101 33.5252 249.8444
Ref. [48] 0.00001 0.000921 -0.00072 7.99721 7.90268 99.6146 33.5136 252.9779
Ref. [50] 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0001 7.99976 7.90259 99.6058 - 256.3767

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This work described the modelling, circuit design and en-
gineering applications of a new 5-D hyperchaotic dynamo
system, which was constructed by adding two feedback
controllers to the Rikitake 2-disk dynamo system (1958). It
was shown that the new 5-D hyperchaotic system does not
possess any equilibrium point and deduce that the new 5-D
system has a hidden hyperchaotic attractor. Using Multisim,
an electronic circuit design was designed for the new 5-
D hyperchaotic dynamo system for practical applications.
The FPGA implementation of the new 5-D hyper-chaotic
dynamo system was performed by applying three numerical
methods, all of them showing good agreement to MatLab
simulations by using 32 bit. To increase accuracy one just
can increase the number of bits in the FPGA but at the
cost of sacrifying power consumption. As an application, we

devise a dual core high speed hybrid true random number
generator (TRNG) using Ring and Heun algorithm based on
the new 5-D hyperchaotic oscillator on FPGA. Finally, based
on the hyperchaotic behaviour of our new 5-D hyperchaotic
dynamo system, we proposed a new image encryption ap-
proach. Experimental outcomes of the presented encryption
approach confirmed that our 5-D hyperchaotic system has
good cryptographic properties and its usability in various
cryptographic applications.

.
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